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ABSTRACT: The self-assembly of collagen-mimetic peptides (CMPs) that form sticky-ended triple helices has allowed the
production of surprisingly stable artificial collagen fibers and hydrogels. Assembly through sticky ends requires the recognition of a
single strand by a templated strand dimer. Although CMPs and their triple helices have been studied extensively, the structure of a
strand dimer is unknown. Here, we evaluate the physical characteristics of such dimers, using disulfide-templated (PPG)10 dimers as
a model. Such “linked-dimers” retain their collagen-like structure even in the absence of a third strand, but only when their strands
are capable of adopting a triple-helical fold. The intrinsic collagen-like structure of templated CMP pairs helps to explain the success
of sticky-ended CMP association and changes the conception of new synthetic collagen designs.

Collagen is the principal component of the extracellular
matrix in vertebrates, constituting 70% of the dry weight

of human skin.1 The prominence of collagenwith functions
ranging from resisting tension in one to three dimensions to
setting a template for biomineralization and driving cellular
differentiationhas made this protein a prime substrate for
biomaterial applications.2

Collagens are characterized by Xaa-Yaa-Gly tripeptide
repeats in their primary sequence, where the Xaa and Yaa
residues are most often proline (Pro; P) and 4-hydroxyproline
(Hyp; O), always followed by glycine (Gly; G).3 Such proline-
rich sequences are predisposed to fold into left-handed
polyproline type-II (PPII) helices, which can associate with
other strands to form right-handed triple helices (Figure 1A).
Assembly of natural collagen fibers is heavily regulated through
chaperones, trimerization domains, and covalent cross-links.
The resulting triple helices can extend for ∼1000 residues in
fiber-forming collagens, prominent in skin, cartilage, and
bone.3

Much of our molecular understanding of the collagen triple
helix derives from the study of collagen-mimetic peptides
(CMPs), which are short synthetic peptides (∼30 residues)
that feature the Xaa-Yaa-Gly repeats of collagen.3,4 In
particular, the design of self-assembling CMPs, especially
those that associate through “sticky ends” to form extended
triple helices, enables CMPs to recapitulate the properties of
biomaterials (Figure 1B).5 For example, sticky-ended CMP
association underlies synthetic triple helices that match the
length of their natural counterparts, hydrogels that replicate
the rheology of natural collagens, and assemblies that promote
cell adhesion.6

Sticky-ended self-assembly requires CMPs to associate with
a large offset, forming single- and double-stranded extensions
at each terminus of the growing triple helix (Figure 1C).
Growth requires that sticky ends form triple helices with
incoming peptide monomers or multimers that display
complementary sticky ends. Thus, the interaction of the
“double-stranded” collagen segments templated by the existing

triple helix with unstructured single-stranded sections is critical
for self-assembly. Additionally, recent work on animal models
has revealed that short CMPs localize within wound beds when
applied postinjury, which suggests the presence of double-
stranded collagens in physiological contexts.2,7 The structure of
“double-stranded collagens”, however, remains unknown.
Here, we present the first examination of a double-stranded

collagen model system. We investigate the stability, association,
and structure of disulfide-linked pairs of (PPG)10 strands
(Figure 1E). Disulfide-templated strand dimers form stable
triple helices when a third (PPG)10 strand is present.

8 Our data
point to an intimate relationship between the strands of
covalently linked CMP dimers, even in the absence of a third
strand. The stability of double-stranded collagens necessitates a
change in our conceptualization and elicitation of CMP self-
assembly.
Previously, we showed that (PPG)10 dimers covalently

linked through various disulfide bridges support triple-helix
formation.8 “Linked-dimers” can be generated by forming a
disulfide bridge between leading (s1x) and lagging (s3y)
strands, each having either a cysteine (Cys) or a homocysteine
(Hcy) residue (Figure 2A and B). This way, four distinct “x−y”
linked-dimers are formed, where “x” and “y” are either “c” or
“h” for Cys or Hcy, identifying each linked-dimer by the
residues that bridge its strands (Figure 2C). Mixing equimolar
amounts of x−y with free (PPG)10 (s2) produces a triple helix
(x−y·s2). Irrespective of the chosen disulfide linker, x−y·s2
complexes consistently exhibit a higher triple-helical content
than does [(PPG)10]3, despite their lower thermostability.8

Further, the x−y·s2 constructs appear as three-stranded units
in solution, whereas free (PPG)10 strands form monomer−
trimer mixtures at equilibrium at 4 °C. We reasoned that the
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covalent linkage in x−y might aid triple-association by
preorganizing the linked strands into a PPII-like structure in
the absence of a third strand.
To determine if a linked-dimer can attain a PPII structure in

the absence of a third strand, we examined the cystine-linked
dimer, c−c, in the absence of a free s2 strand. Remarkably, the
c−c linked-dimer shares the characteristic circular dichroism
(CD) signature of a collagen triple helix with s2 (Figure 3A).
Indeed, the linked-dimer exhibits slightly higher mean
ellipticity at ∼225 nm than does either c−c·s2 or the s2 triple
helix, indicating more extensive PPII structure. Although the
absence of the s2 strand lowers the thermostability of “folded”
c−c slightly (from a Tm of 28 to 24 °C), all three species
exhibit similarly cooperative denaturation curves (Figure 3B).
These observations remain true for the h−c linked-dimer.

The disulfide bridge installed in this construct can stabilize a
triple-helical structure better than can a cystine linkage, and its
use enhances the “triple-helical” structure of both the h−c and
h−c·s2 (Figure 3C). Interestingly, this improvement is more
pronounced for the linked-dimer (h−c) than it is for the triple
helix (h−c·s2). Overall, CD data suggest well-structured linked-
dimers with secondary structure reminiscent of a triple helix.

A single-residue stagger is necessary between collagen
strands to associate into triple helices (Figure 1A), and
disulfide bridges on x−y constructs were specifically designed

Figure 1. (A) Structure of the (PPG)10 triple helix (right) and a cross-
section highlighting the Xaa (balls and sticks), Yaa (sticks), and Gly
positions (white balls). An interstrand hydrogen bond (dots) is shown
between the preceding amide groups (sticks). (B−E) Templated
collagen double helices recognize single-stranded CMPs. Yellow balls
indicate a disulfide bond. See Supporting Information for a
description of model building.

Figure 2. Design (A) and construction (C, D) of linked-dimers and
triple helices through an Xaa−Yaa disulfide bridge. (B) Thioamino
acids used. DTNP, 2,2′-dithiobis(5-nitropyridine).

Figure 3. CD spectra (A) and thermal denaturation data (B) for c−c
linked-dimer and c−c·s2 triple helix; thermal denaturation data for
h−c and h−c·s2 (C) and (s1c)2 linked-homodimer with and without
s2 (D). For reference, s2 data (gray lines) are shown in all panels.
Complete CD data can be found in Figures S2 and S3.
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to enable such association (Figure 2A).8 To probe the role of
interstrand association on linked-dimer structure, we con-
structed the linked-homodimer, (s1c)2. Although (s1c)2 is an
isomer of c−c, the strands of (s1c)2 are not staggered and
cannot associate (Figure 2D). Thus, in sharp contrast to c−c,
(s1c)2 exhibits a weak collagen signal and an indistinct thermal
transition even in the presence of s2 (Figure 3D). This same
trend is observed when a pair of sarcosine residues, which
disrupt triple-helical structure,9 are introduced into the s1h
strand of h−c (Figure S3). The strong dependence of PPII
structure on the proper (i.e., staggered and helical) association
of linked strands suggests a collagen-like structure for linked-
dimers.
Previously, we used analytical ultracentrifugation to show

that equimolar mixtures of x−y and s2 exist as three-stranded
units in solution, a well-anticipated result verifying the
formation of x−y·s2 triple helices.8 The preferred association
state of a linked-dimer is, however, difficult to conceptualize, as
the removal of the third strand renders numerous unpaired
molecular contacts available for further association. Indeed,
sedimentation equilibrium experiments reveal that x−y linked-
dimers are not free in solution, but rather dimerize into four-
stranded units (Figure S4). In contrast, (s1c)2 exists mostly as a
monomer.
Trimerization of x−y, association of three linked-dimers into

two triple helices, would have allowed a simple explanation for
a strong x−y CD signal. An x−y dimer with four strands,
however, can only produce a triple helix by leaving out one
strand. Such “triple-helical association” would diminish the CD
signal with respect to x−y·s2, contrary to our data (Figure 3A−
C). Yet, dimerization of two linked-dimers without losing their
double-helical character readily explains these observations
(Figure S5). This interpretation is corroborated by the parallel
impact of linker choice on the thermostability of all x−y/x−y·
s2 pairs. The Tm value and the maximum CD signal for x−y
follow the patterns established previously for x−y·s2 triple
helices (Figure 4). This correlation suggests an identical role

for disulfide bridges in the context of a linked-dimer and of a
triple helix. Computational models of x−y and x−y·s2 further
echo these parallels (Figure S6). Such consistency is unlikely
with triple-helical association in which linkers take on multiple
roles. For example, cystine-linked strands support a PPII fold
when folding together (e.g., c−c), but not when strand
donation is imperative (e.g., (s1c)2). Altogether, our results are
consistent with double-helical association, which limits the role
of disulfide bridges only to enhancing collagen-like association
of intertwined strands (Figure S5).

To investigate further the nature of the dimerization of
linked-dimers, we turned to NMR spectroscopy. Installation of
15N-glycine at specific sites on a CMP enables the study of
local conformation and triple-helix formation. Amide chemical
shifts in triple-helical and unfolded states have been
determined for isotopically labeled CMPs, especially (POG)n
variants.10 For analogous characterization, we synthesized s2n,
an 15N-labeled (PPG)10 peptide (Figure 5A). The 1H,15N-

HSQC spectra of s2n at 5 °C reveals two distinct peaks
corresponding to folded (PPG)10 triple helices (upfield) and
unfolded (PPG)10 strands (downfield), in line with earlier
studies.10 Local symmetry leads to overlap of the signal from
all strands of the triple helix, yielding a single “folded” peak.10c

This peak disappears when the temperature is raised above 37
°C, consistent with CD denaturation experiments (Figure 3B).

Figure 4. Comparison of Tm values and [θ]max at 4 °C for all x−y
(solid lines) and x−y·s2 (dashed lines). All CD data can be found in
Figure S2.

Figure 5. 1H,15N-HSQC NMR studies of triple-helix formation for
the s2n (A) and hn−cn·s2 triple helices (B), as well as the hn−cn linked-
dimer (C). Residues with 15N-labels are underlined, and a 1H,15N-
HSQC spectrum (at 5 °C) with a temperature-denaturation series is
shown for each construct. Denaturation series tracks the triple-helix
peak with increasing temperature. Tm of the construct determined by
CD is indicated in red.
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To monitor triple-helix formation by a linked-dimer, we
placed 15N labels on both strands of h−c, to obtain hn−cn
(Figure 4B). The labels are equidistant from the N-terminus
and the disulfide bridge and are likely to experience similar
chemical environments as neighbors in the folded structure. As
expected, the 1H,15N-HSQC spectrum of hn−cn·s2 is nearly
identical to that of s2n (Figure 4B), pointing to similar
chemical environments in both triple helices. The effects of
increasing temperature are likewise consistent: the hn−cn·s2
peak diminishes above the Tm (35 °C) in line with CD data
(Figure 3C).
In the absence of a third strand, the hn−cn linked-dimer

produces a starkly different NMR spectrum (Figure 4C).
Although the signal for unfolded strands remains, the peak
associated with triple-helix formation is nearly absent and no
new peaks are apparent. Thus, whereas a strong collagen
signature on CD correlates well with a “folded” NMR signal for
the triple-helical constructs (h−c·s2 and s2), triple-helix
formation cannot explain the stronger CD signal observed
for h−c. Instead, the data are consistent with the double-helical
association model.
The association of a preorganized x−y linked-dimer with s2

has kinetic and thermodynamic advantages over the formation
of s2 triple helices. Previously, we demonstrated how
interconnecting (PPG)10 strands into linked-dimers enhances
triple-helix formation.8 Our new data point to preorganization
in linked-dimers even before they form triple helices. This
preorganization is dependent on whether or not the disulfide
bridge on the linked-dimer can template a triple helix.
Constructs with nontemplating linkers are not well-structured
irrespective of the presence of a third strand (cf. Figure 3B and
D). Similarly, linkers that better support collagen structure
perform better as templates on linked-dimers (Figure 4). Thus,
the structure of “double-helical” collagen relies on a sufficient
triple-helix template.
Our results explain the success of self-assembling systems

that rely on the sticky-ended association of CMPs.6a,b,11,6c

Assembly initiation requires strands to associate with a large
offset, producing a hypothetical homotrimer, only a small
segment of which is triple helical (Figure 1B and C). The
stability of templated strand pairs explains the viability of this
otherwise implausible species. Furthermore, such assemblies
display templated strand pairs at each terminus of a growing
triple helix. These “double-helical” sticky ends are likely
structured and well-poised to accept single strands. Likewise,
CMP self-assemblies that place axial lysine−aspartic acid salt
bridges on “double-helical” overhangs display higher thermo-
stability and better fibers than do alternative designs.6c These
salt bridges could endow double-helical overhangs with
stability that was not appreciated previously.11

We conclude that the collagen “double helix” is a stable
structural intermediate. Templated pairs of CMP strands
interact tightly, exhibit a collagen-like fold, and enable sticky-
ended CMP association, and thereby, their self-assembly.
Templated double helices are expected at sites of connective-
tissue damage in vivo, and their stability elucidates the success
of CMP-based tissue-damage detection methods and topical
restorative treatments. We believe this discovery will illuminate
aspects of collagen structure not appreciated previously and
provide new avenues for collagen-based nanotechnology.
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